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Short description of possible research topics for a PhD:
In additive manufacturing processes, parts are manufactured layerby layer. Such technics
allow the creation of complex structural designsthat other classical processes cannot
produce.Efficient numerical tools to generate automatically optimal structure satisfying some
requirements are provided by topological optimization methods. However, standard
topological optimization formulations for light weighting produce designs with stress
concentrations and singularities that cause a reduction in fatigue life. The proposed work
deals with the development of a new numerical tool to design lightweight but also fatigueconstrained topologically optimized structures for additive manufacturing. The prediction of
this new tool will be compared to some experimental results generated during the thesis.

Required background of the student:
The candidate should have a strong background in Mechanical Engineering, Materials
Science and Engineering or Numerical Methods. Although prior knowledge of the French
language is not mandatory, spoken and written English proficiency is needed.
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